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Welcome and Introductions

This training program was made possible through Department of Energy, Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy’s Solar Training and Education for Professionals funding and prepared by the Building Codes Assistance Project and the Center for Sustainable 
Energy, in cooperation with the American Institute for Architects and the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers.
The SunShot Initiative's mission is to make solar energy fully cost-competitive with traditional energy sources before the end of this decade, making this clean renewable energy resource more affordable and accessible to Americans.
Meeting logistics:
• Call using phone is better than using computer audio
• We have everyone on mute, but just in case, please mute yourself!  And do not put your phone on hold.
• For questions, use chat bubble and direct your questions or comments to @Maria Ellingson.  We will address at the end.
• Course is eligible for 1.5 HSW LUs from AIA.  Must stay til the end and do post-training survey (explain)
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Today’s Instructors

Bill Brooks, PE
Principal, Brooks EngineeringA consultant to the PV industry on a variety of topics, his primary focus since 1992 has been the analysis and testing of PV systems for utility interconnected applications. In 1998, Bill established a program in California that has trained over 7,000 inspectors, electricians and installers. He has written several technical manuals for the PV industry that are now widely used in California and beyond. His experience includes work on technical review committees for photovoltaics and utility interconnection.

Maureen Guttman, AIA
President, Building Codes Assistance ProjectMaureen is a licensed architect with over 25 years of experience in energy-efficient and green building design and public policy. Prior to joining BCAP, she was the Executive Director of the Governor's Green Government Council in Pennsylvania. A former member of the AIA National Board of Directors, she currently serves on the AIA Energy Leadership Group. Maureen is also an active member of the International Code Council, and is the Chairman of the Governing Committee of the ICC Sustainability Membership Council.

Today’s instructors are…
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Learning Objectives
Upon completion of this course, participants will be able to:
• Act in a leadership capacity to increase solar PV deployment in your community and in your practice
• Understand the basic technical information and code considerations for solar photovoltaics (PV)
• Distinguish among and understand the appropriate application for different types of solar energy systems
• Make an actionable connection between the role of solar deployment and zero energy buildings and Architecture 2030 goals

Learning objectives: Course participants will learn:• Act in a leadership capacity to increase solar PV deployment in your community and in your practice
• Understand the basic technical information and code considerations on solar photovoltaics (PV) 
• Distinguish among and understand the appropriate application for different types of solar energy systems
• Make an actionable connection between the role of solar deployment and zero energy buildings and AIA 2030 goals
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Why is this training important?

“Design professionals play a crucial role in solar deployment since they are in the unique position of educating building owners, appraisers, and code officials as part of every project,” When design professionals and engineers better understand how solar impacts their day-to-day work, they can support solar growth and eliminate barriers
You are the leaders in this new technology.We are in the 21st century and we need 21st century buildings and retrofits.This trend is not just for new buildings! Solar PV can be added to retrofits / remodel projects as well.
Demand for solar is growing – and those that are selling it are the modern-day leaders that are making money because they are educated and equipped to do so. Architects and engineers in states where solar is booming have a market advantage that others don’t. As demand for solar expands into other states, this market opportunity is up for grabs. There will be those designers that let it pass by them, and clients that know of and want solar, will go to them. OR you can take advantage of this opportunity and BE one of the leaders that clients go to for advice. You can be the one with experience, and the one that knows the newest technology and how it will lower energy bills for clients, and make them feel good about using you as their designer. This is a huge opportunity –don’t miss out! Attending this training is the first step… so you’re already on your way to becoming a solar PV market leader, and you’re on your way to differentiating yourself 
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from your competition. And you’re on your way to making more money by incorporating more solar PV into your designs, and effectively communicating the benefits in terms of utility bill savings, if not healthier air quality,to your clients.
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Why is this training important?
Buildings use about 40% of primary energy

And 70% of the electricity

DEFINITION OF "PRIMARY ENERGY": Energy in the form that it is first accounted for in a statistical energy balance, before any transformation to secondary or tertiary forms of energy. For example, coal can be converted to synthetic gas, which can be converted to electricity; in this example, coal is primary energy, synthetic gas is secondary energy, and electricity is tertiary energy. Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration. https://www.eia.gov/tools/glossary/index.php
40% of primary energy consumed In the United States. (Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration) https://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.php?id=86&t=1Energy efficiency is a low cost way to save money, support job growth, reduce pollution, and improve the competitiveness of our businesses. Our homes, offices, schools, hospitals, restaurants, and stores consume a lot of energy—and money. We spend more than $430 billion each year to power our homes and commercial buildings, consuming more than 70% of all electricity used in the United States, about 40% of our nation's total energy bill, and contributing to almost 40% of the nation's carbon dioxide emissions. And much of this energy and money is wasted—over 30% on average. If we cut the energy use of U.S. buildings by 20%, we could save approximately $80 billion annually on energy bills, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and create jobs. Source: U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
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Why is this training important?

Meeting AIA 2030 goals

The AIA's current portfolio of Public Policies includes a commitment to achieving a carbon-neutral built environment by the year 2030. This is based on the Architecture 2030 Challenge, which calls for new buildings and major renovations built this year to use 70% less fossil fuel than typical projects built in 2003.
As a point of reference, the most current model energy code – the 2015 IECC - represents only a 40% (+/-) improvement in energy efficiency, and it is not yet widely adopted and compliance is thought to be considerably less than 100%
Does everyone know about the AIA 2030 Challenge ? : In 2006, Architecture 2030 issued the 2030 Challenge, a breakthrough vision that calls for all new buildings, developments, and major renovations to be carbon-neutral by 2030. To support this call to action, we created the AIA 2030 Commitment—a national framework with simple metrics and a standardized reporting format—to provide a structure for tracking progress and help you meet the challenge.Firms from all over the country have been tracking and reporting projects since 2010, with over 2.6 billion sq ft of project work reported in 2015 alone.
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Architecture 2030 Goals

Architecture 2030 is a non-profit organization organized to rapidly transform the global built environment from the major contributor of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to a central part of the solution to the climate crisis. Established in 2002 by Ed Mazria, FAIA.
The 2030 Challenge was issued as a means of slowing the growth rate of GHG emissions and keeping the rise in average global temperature below 2°C, which is the tipping point for irreversible climate change. The graph shows the goals of the challenge:
• All new buildings, developments and major renovations shall be designed to meet a fossil fuel, GHG-emitting, energy consumption performance standard of 70% below the regional (or country) average/median for that building type. (THIS IS WHAT WE SHOULD BE DESIGNING AND BUILDING RIGHT NOW)
• At a minimum, an equal amount of existing building area shall be renovated annually to meet a fossil fuel, GHG-emitting, energy consumption performance standard of 70% of the regional (or country) average/median for that building type.
• The fossil fuel reduction standard for all new buildings and major renovations shall be increased to:

• 80% in 2020
• 90% in 2025
• Carbon-neutral in 2030 (using no fossil fuel GHG emitting energy to operate).
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Architecture 2030 Goals

The red line indicates the approximate level of stringency of the most current model energy codes, the 2012/2015 IECC or ASHRAE 90.1-2013. Using the energy code as a design guide only gets us to about halfway to where we SHOULD be in order to avert serious climate change.
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Architecture 2030 Goals

And the blue line is an estimate of actual energy savings/GHG reductions from new construction and major renovations taking into account:
• The most current model energy codes are not uniformly adopted across the U.S. and
• Compliance with the energy codes is less than 100%, according to numerous studies evaluating rates of compliance
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Growth in Solar led by Falling Prices

Photo credit: SEIA
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Growth in Solar is led by Falling Prices:The cost to install solar has dropped by more than 70% over the last 10 years, leading the industry to expand into new markets and deploy thousands of systems nationwide.
In addition, Solar prices dropped 3% in 2015 from 2014, and the Price drop accelerated in Q1 2016, down 12% y/yIn total, Prices have dropped over 70% since 2006, and Utility-Scale PPAs are being now signed for around $0.03 - $0.05/kWh
SOURCE: http://www.seia.org/research-resources/solar-industry-data
NOTES: As prices have fallen,installations have gone up. U.S. Solar Market Through 2016: Key Takeaways
• 14.8 GW installed in 2016

• 97% growth in Photovoltaic (PV) market over 2015
• Largest year on record, surpassing 2015; Q4 2016 largest quarter on record

• Over 42 GW of total solar capacity now installed
• CAGR of 59% since 2010
• Generates enough electricity to power 8.3 million homes

• Solar top source of new electric generating capacity installed in 2016
• Represented 39% of all new electric capacity added to U.S. grid
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• First time solar ranks first; Natural Gas represented 29% and Wind 26%
• Solar prices dropped 29% from Q4 2015 to Q4 2016

• Price drop is seen across all market segments, led by reduced hardware costs
• Prices have dropped 67% since 2011
• Utility-scale PPAs now signed for $0.03 - $0.05/kWh

• In 2016, a new solar installation was completed every 84 seconds
• Now 1.3 million installations in the U.S.

Moving forward, the SunShot initiative is working to decrease the soft costs of solar. (http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2016/09/f33/Revolutiona%CC%82%E2%82%ACNow%202016%20Report_2.pdf )
Although distributed PV technology has been available for years, falling prices over the last decade have unlocked its potential not only for the average homeowner but also for larger consumers like businesses and schools. Many installations are small enough to fit on a roof, but there is nothing tiny about distributed PV’s growth. As of the summer of 2015, there have been nearly 800,000 cumulative distributed PV installations. This represents almost 10,000 MW in capacity, which is nearly equal to the capacity of utility-scale installations. (GTM & SEIA. U.S. Solar Market Insight Report: Q2 2015. September 2015.) 
The cost of solar energy system hardware (i.e., panels, inverters, etc.) has dropped significantly, but the non-hardware “soft” costs of solar—such as permitting, installation, interconnection, and maintenance fees—remain a major barrier to greater deployment nationwide and can account for up to 68% of total system costs. (GTM & SEIA. U.S. Solar Market Insight Report: Q3 2014. November 2014. )
Even though module costs have been relatively constant since 2012, distributed PV prices have continued to drop, indicating that soft costs have been the major source of price reductions for the last two years. (Barbose, G.; Darghouth, N. Tracking the Sun VIII: The Installed Price of Residential and Non-Residential Photovoltaic Systems in the United States. LBNL, 2015. http://go.usa.gov/3SRz3.)
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Benefits to your practice
• Competitive edge in your marketplace
• Offer clients lower operating costs
• Provide expertise in your community

Photo Credit: Borrego Solar
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Basic technical information
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Photo credit: Center for Sustainable Energy

How does solar PV work?

1. Solar collection2. Solar conversion 3. Point of interconnection to grid 
Individual photovoltaic (PV) cells, or modules, are embedded onto panels. Sunlight striking the panels is converted into direct current (DC) electricity.
The DC electricity goes to an inverter that transforms it into alternating current (AC) for all household electrical utilization appliances, lighting, outlets and receptacles.
The utility meter records the net amount of energy generated through the PV system. When the system creates more electricity than used, the meter will spin backward and the excess electricity is released onto the electric grid. This helps offset the cost of electricity usage at night or on cloudy days when PV systems are not producing electricity.
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Solar PV Energy Flow
DC Disconnect Inverter

AC DisconnectService PanelBuilding Load

Utility Meter

Here is how the energy flows from the solar PV system through a string inverter. 
The DC electricity produced from a PV system will first flow through a DC disconnect, then through the string inverter where it is converted to AC electricity. Then the AC electricity will flow through an AC disconnect, and then to the building’s service panel. The electricity will flow into the building if there is a demand at that moment, if not, the electricity will flow through the utility meter and to grid. 
If the project is net metered, the electricity can be pulled back from the gird through the utility meter to the service panel, like normal. 
Systems such as Net Metering and Feed-in Tariff which are offered by some system operators, can offset a customers electricity usage costs. In some locations though, grid technologies cannot cope with distributed generation feeding into the grid, so the export of surplus electricity is not possible.
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Solar PV cell technology

Crystalline silicon Thin film

The most common solar technology is rigid panels with crystalline silicon modules, making up more than 93% of the market. They have the longest track record, over 50 years, and have the highest efficiency ratings. Another option is thin-film PV that comes on a flexible panel that can be applied to many different surfaces and materials. It is commonly incorporated into the construction of a building, for instance, as roofing tiles or on the building façade
Conversion rates:
Crystalline silicon - 15-22%Thin film - 6-10%
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Main components of solar PV

Photo credit : International Energy Agency

A Solar PV Cell is a device whose electrical characteristics, such as current, voltage, or resistance, vary when exposed to light. Crystalline PV cells are comprised of one layer of silicon, with gird lines (also known as fingers) and busbars as shown in the image above. 
Solar cells are the building blocks of photovoltaic modules, often referred to as solar panels.
Typically, modules have 36-80 cells (or more).
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Multiple PV cells make up a PV module OR panel

The visible assembly of multiple modules and support structure is the array

Main components of solar PV

Solar Photovoltaic modules (or panels) constitute the solar array of a photovoltaic system that generates and supplies solar electricity in commercial and residential applications.

A Solar Photovoltaic Array is basically the term used to describe the visible assembly of a number of PV modules and supporting structure of a photovoltaic electrical energy system that generates and supplies solar electricity in commercial and residential applications.
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Inverters

DC(Direct Current)

AC (Alternating Current)

Inverters change DC electricity from panels to ACelectricity for use in your building.

Inverter

• String Inverters
• Micro Inverters

Two types of inverters:

Electricity in nature is produced in direct current (DC). That’s why we need an inverter, to convert DC power to AC.  We use AC in the built environment.   AC inverters are very, very efficient now. You lose only 1-4% at the inverter! There’s not much to be gained by going back to DC. 
PV inverter, converts the variable direct current (DC) output of a photovoltaic (PV) solar panel into a utility frequency alternating current (AC) that can be fed into a commercial electrical grid or used by a local, off-grid electrical network.

There are basically two types of inverters: string inverters and micro-inverters. 
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String Inverters

One individual inverter per array

A string inverter may be one individual inverter per array, depending on the size of the array and number of pv modules or panels.  String inverters are typically the least expensive inverter option, but are best suited for the ideal solar rooftop .
This is the older, more proven technology, but has performance limitations such as: With string inverters, overall system power generation can fall sharply if a single panel stops producing power which may occur from shading.
String inverters are typically installed on the roof or on the side of the building next to the electric panel. 
Micro inverters are better suited for roofs with multiple orientations or shading, and have the advantage of module level monitoring as well as provide a greater level of built in fire fighter safety for rapid shutdown of the PV system.
However, when paired with DC power optimizers the performance limitations of a standalone string inverter can be eliminated.  
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Micro Inverters
One individual inverter per module

Micro inverters are typically installed on the frame or racking. Micro-inverters covert the DC electricity at the module level. This maximizes the output from each module and makes the array more tolerant to shade, it also provides more flexibility in design and allows for easier future solar PV panel additions to the array(s).
The National Electrical Code requires that all solar PV conductors be capable of being rapidly shutdown to within ten feet of the array for first responder safety while performing fire fighting operations on a rooftop where solar PV is present.
Micro inverter systems, as well as AC modules and systems which utilize DC power optimizers, provide built in safety features which provides for rapid shut down of PV systems to comply with the National Electrical Code sec 690.12.
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String Inverters
One individual inverter per array

• Longer track record
• Established reliability
• High efficiency
• Lower cost*

Benefits

• Shading can affect power output dramatically
• Does not allow for easy system size increases

Disadvantages

* Although adding optimizers might eliminate this benefit (likely still less expensive)
String inverters typically come with 10 year warranty
Because the modules are wired in series, shading from one panel can affect subsequent modules in the series. When a module is partially shaded the power output is drops in response. When the modules are wired in series, each module’s power output will drop to the level of the first shaded module. The power output cannot ‘jump’ over the shaded module with out the addition of power optimizers. With power optimizers, the power is conditioned at the panel level (DC to DC), which allows the power output to ‘jump’ shaded modules. 
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Micro Inverters
One individual inverter per module

• Makes the array more tolerant to shading
• Allows flexibility in design and for future additions
• Built-in rapid shut-down compliance

Benefits

• Shorter track record
Disadvantages

Consider location of inverters at panels.....more subject to ambient heat, which can affect performance
Micro inverters typically have 20-25 year warranty
Recent changes to the National Electrical Code (2014 NEC) include a requirement for installers to provide “Rapid shutdown of PV systems on buildings” to give fire fighters and first responders a means to quickly disconnect and de-energize the conductors leaving the PV array in order to ensure fire fighter safety during smoke ventilation, rescue, and fire fighting operations. 
Because micro-inverters and power optimizers shut down the power at the module level in the event of utility power shut down, these systems automatically provide the rapid shutdown of pv systems required by NEC section 690.12.In contrast, typical string inverter systems will need additional external rapid shutdown equipment in order to be compliant.
As an architect, talk to your engineer about which inverter you need… there’s a trend toward DC to DC converters (or “power optimizers”). HOW DO YOU AS A DESIGNER MAKE A DECISION ON WHICH TYPE OF INVERTER TO USE?WHAT’s THE COST DIFFERENCE? IT’s PROJECT-SPECIFIC.  Micro inverters are usually used in the RES market. DC optimizers are used in both RES and COM markets; the largest market share is in RES. 
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String inverters are a fairly small market (dwindling in RES), but common in COM. That’s the state of things TODAY, but it’s in flux. 
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DC Power Optimizers
Attaches to or is integrated in the junction box of a PV module

Photo credit : SolarEdge

DC power optimizers provide system benefits including improved performance under shading or other mismatch conditions, low-voltage safety under emergency disconnect 
conditions, and relaxed design constraints for the PV installer.
When paired with string inverters, power optimizers can eliminate the performance limitations of a standalone string inverter. Power optimizers can be installed on the back of each panel, or embedded into the panel itself.
Not used with micro inverters. Used with string inverters to make them function more like micro inverters.
Like micro inverters, power optimizers have a warranty period of 20-25 years. 
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Which inverter is best? 

vs. vs.

String Micro String + DC Power Optimizer

There are many variables to choosing the right inverter for the building or site. 
String inverters alone will be the lowest cost. 
Micro inverters and DC power optimizers should be considered if:
• Shading on the system
• System is oriented in more than one direction (array that face more than one direction cannot be installed on the same string inverter)
• Your clients wants real-time, panel level monitoring
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What are the Solar PV Mounting Options?

There are many solar PV installation options for design professionals to chose from. Sitedesign like orientation of the building, possible shading, and available space will help dictate which installation method is appropriate. 
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Mounting System Options

Photo credit: NREL

Flush mounted Tilted rack mounted

Pole mounted Ballasted

Photovoltaic mounting systems, also called solar module racking, are used to fix solar PV modules on surfaces like roofs, building facades, or the ground. These mounting systems generally enable retrofitting of solar panels on roofs or as part of the structure of the building. Installation options include Flush mounted PV systems,Tilted rack mounted PV arrays, Ballasted PV systems, and Ground/ pole mounted PV systems.
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Flush mounted PV systems

Photo credit: EERE

“Flush-mounted” typically means the modules are installed parallel to, and relatively close to, the roof surface. Due to planning and zoning regulations flush mounted PV systems have been the most common mounting method for residential installations.
For fire classifications flush mounted racking systems are tested and listed as rated assemblies with specific photovoltaic modules.
Flush mounting options are typically limited to south and west facing roof planes.
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Tilted Rack mounting systems

Photo credit: EERE

Because a solar cell performs the best when its surface is perpendicular to the sun's rays, many photovoltaic systems are installed on tilt rack mounting systems which can help to optimize the PV module output. Tilt racking is commonly used on flat and low sloped roofs and on North and East facing roof planes. Here are a few examples of tilt rack mounted PV systems.
Tilt rack mounted system are common on both commercial roofs, as well as residential roofs.
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Ballasted PV mounting systems

Photo credit: EERE

Ballasted footing mounts, such as concrete or steel bases that use weight to secure the solar module system in position and do not require roof or ground penetration. This type of mounting system is also well suited for sites where excavation is not possible such as capped landfills and simplifies decommissioning or relocation of solar module systems.
Roofing and Insurance companies typically prefer ballasted systems on existing roofs because they require few (if any) roof penetrations.
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Ground & pole mounting cont’d

Solar panels can also be mounted as shade structures where the solar panels can provide shade instead of patio covers. Many schools and public facilities utilize solar shade structures in their parking lots to provide shade and offset energy costs.
One of the things to consider will be the distance between the remote array and the point of service connection, because of voltage drop for conductors in longer runs, over 100 feet or so, the conductors may need to be oversized to accommodate for the voltage drop which can add significant cost to the electrical installation depending on the distance.
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Codes and Standards Related to PV Systems 

Design professionals should be advised that every location and jurisdiction will have its own variation for regulation of PV installations and possibly ‘solar-ready’.
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International Code Council (ICC) 

The ICC codes are the basis for the code ordinances adopted by most jurisdictions.

The ICC Codes are the basis for the code ordinances adopted by most jurisdictions.The International Code Council (ICC) is an organization that develops a single set of comprehensive international model construction codes focused on building safety and fire prevention. The Code publications include many provisions relevant to solar thermal and solar PV installations (IBC, IRC, IFC, IECC, IGCC – and the 2015 ISEP (Int’l Solar Energy Provisions) incorporates all of the solar thermal provisions in one document http://www.solar-rating.org/press/ISEP_02-12-2015.pdf).
The 2015 IECC includes an Appendix for residential solar-ready provisions. The 2018 IECC will include an Appendix for commercial solar-ready provisions.The 2015 IECC includes an Appendix for residential solar-ready provisions. The 2018 IECC will include an Appendix for commercial solar-ready provisions. This PDF describes how all states adopt codes: https://www.iccsafe.org/gr/Documents/AdoptionToolkit/HowStatesAdopt_I-Codes.pdf
The current model building code adopted in each state are:
AZ: 2012 IBC / 2009 IRC. https://www.iccsafe.org/about-icc/government-relations/map/arizona/ Arizona is a home-rule state, and most building codes are adopted at the local level; there is no statewide building code. However some state 
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departments adopt specified codes for certain purposes (for example, AZ-Department of Health Services adopts a minimum code for licensed health care facilities statewide. AZ Department of Housing adopts minimum codes for manufactured housing; AZ- Office of the State Fire Marshal adopts a minimum state fire code.) For a list of jurisdiction adoptions, see https://www.iccsafe.org/about-icc/government-relations/map/arizona/ PHOENIX has adopted the "2012 Phoenix Building Construction Code (effective July 1, 2013) https://www.phoenix.gov/pdd/devcode/buildingcode ; To view City Council approved code amendments, per Ordinance G-6199, with an effective date of Nov. 1, click here .
CO: A home-rule state, there is no over-riding statewide code; codes are adopted locally by jurisdictions. A list of the codes adopted by jurisdictions is available here: https://www.iccsafe.org/about-icc/government-relations/map/colorado/ The 2016 Denver Building Code (DBC) (based on the 2015 ICC codes) was officially adopted by Denver's City Council on Monday, March 7, 2016, and signed by Mayor Hancock on Thursday, March 10, 2016,and was am ended Dec 19, 2016. For this reason, it is often called the "Denver Building Code Amendments" or "DBCA". https://www.denvergov.org/content/denvergov/en/denver-development-services/help-me-find-/building-codes-and-policies.html
CT: Effective statewide: 2012 IBC / 2012 IRC. https://www.iccsafe.org/about-icc/government-relations/map/connecticut/ The New Haven Building Department enforces the State Building Code.
DC: Effective statewide: 2012 IBC /IRC.Effective March 28, 2014, the District of Columbia adopted 11 of the 2012 ICC Codes and the NFPA’s 2011 NEC with changes, deletions, and/or additions set forth in the 2013 District of Columbia Construction Codes Supplement, 12 DCMR, Subtitles A through L. Updating of the Construction Codes is an ongoing function of the Construction Codes Coordinating Board (CCCB). In addition to the laws and regulations enforced by DCRA, numerous other agencies and entities, both local and federal, have jurisdiction over issues and matters related to buildings and structures in the District of Columbia. In October 2015, the Construction Codes Coordinating Board (CCCB) commenced a new code development cycle to review the 2015 ICC Codes and the 2014 NEC. For more information about the CCCB and its code development process, see the Construction Codes Coordinating Board website.

FL: Effective statewide: https://www.iccsafe.org/about-icc/government-
relations/map/florida/ ORLANDO applicable codes can be viewed here: http://www.cityoforlando.net/wp-
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content/uploads/sites/29/2014/03/GEN_Applicable_Codes-09-20151.pdf As of June 30, 2015 the "5th Edition FL Building Code" 2014) is based on the 2012 IBC / 2012 IRC. The state is currently reviewing the code for adoption of a forthcoming 6th Edition (2017) FL Building Code: https://floridabuilding.org/c/default.aspx
GA: Effective statewide: 2012 IBC/IRC with Georgia amendments: http://www.atlantaga.gov/index.aspx?page=1263
IN: Effective statewide: 2012 IBC / 2003 IRC.
IOWA: Iowa is a home-rule state and local jurisdictions are not required to adopt the most current version of the Iowa Code. The Iowa Code with amendments is based on the 2015 IBC / IRC. CODES ENFORCED BY THE CITY OF DES MOINES EFFECTIVE March 1, 2017: The following codes are adopted by reference with very few additions or deletions in the Municipal Code.2015 INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE2015 INTERNATIONAL RESIDENTIAL CODE2015 INTERNATIONAL EXISTING BUILDING CODE
MASS: Effective statewide, based on the 2012 IBC/IRC. https://www.iccsafe.org/about-icc/government-relations/map/massachusetts/ NOTE: On May 16, 2017 the MA Board of Building Regulations and Standards (BBRS) finalized the 9th edition MA building code, which includes an amendment that residential new construction and new commercial buildings and additions of 3 stories or less must be solar ready.
MN: Effective statewide, based on the 2012 IBC/IRC. The “2015 Minnesota Building Codes” went into effect Jan 24, 2015. https://www.iccsafe.org/about-icc/government-
relations/map/minnesota/. http://www.dli.mn.gov/Sbc_2015.asp For links to individuals MN codes: http://www.dli.mn.gov/ccld/codes15.asp
NC: Effective statewide, based on the 2009 IBC/IRC. (The “2012 North Carolina State Building Code”; and the “2012 North Carolina Residential Building Code” are based on the 2009 IBC and 2009 IRC. The 2015 NC Existing Building Code based on the 2012 IEBC became 
effective March 1, 2015.) https://www.iccsafe.org/about-icc/government-relations/map/north-carolina/)
NM: 2015 NM Commercial Building Code (NMCBC) is based on the 2015 IBC and the NM Residential Building Code is based on the 2015 IRC. Both became effective Nov 15, 2016. However much of the code substitutes earlier code versions, so it’s not fully based on the 2015 I-codes. (i.e., the “Energy” section in IBC is based on the 2009 NM Energy Conservation Code; others based on 2012). A few local jurisdictions adopt codes under home rule. According to the NM HBA, through June 30, 2017 contractors may receive building permits 
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that comply with either the 2009 or 2015 codes. http://www.nmhba.com/building-code-information/ Albuquerque has made some amendments to the state code. See the last bullet "City of Albuquerque Amendments to the NM Building Code" on this page: https://www.cabq.gov/planning/building-safety-permits/current-building-codes for the detailed list of the building code amendments.
OH: Effective statewide, the "Ohio Building Code (OBC)" is based on the 2009 IBC/IRC. 
(with amendments) https://www.iccsafe.org/wp-content/uploads/stateadoptions.pdf andhttps://www.iccsafe.org/about-icc/government-relations/map/ohio/
SC: Effective statewide, 2015 IBC/IRC is based on the 2015 ICC codes but with modifications. http://www.llr.sc.gov/POL/BCC/PDFfiles/Building%20Codes%20in%20Effect%20for%20South%20Carolina.pdf
TX: 2015 IRC. Jurisdictions authorized by state law to adopt later editions of IBC, IRC, IPC, IMC, IFGC, and IECC.Because Texas is a home rule state, each local jurisdiction has to adopt the code by ordinance and provide enforcement. In the unincorporated areas of counties, builders are still responsible for meeting the requirements of the codes even though the counties do not have enforcement authority. Texas mandates building codes (except for the IECC) for all municipalities adopting codes, excluding most unincorporated areas. Municipalities can make local amendments and adopt newer editions of the IBC, IRC, and IECC. However, these codes must be implemented and enforced at the local level. https://sll.texas.gov/law-legislation/building-codes/Houston: The 2012 Construction Code Package became effective on February 1, 2016. The Houston Amendments to the current adopted codes are listed below. The amendments, along with the model codes, constitute the City of Houston Codes. Note: The City of Houston does not have the model codes available; they can be purchased through the respective publisher. https://www.houstonpermittingcenter.org/code-enforcement/customer-assistance-code-development-cacd-section.html
CONSTRUCTION CODEBuilding: 2012 IBC Houston Amendments 02/01/2016Residential: 2012 IRC Houston Amendments 02/01/2016Electrical: 2014 NEC Houston Amendments 09/24/2014Mechanical: 2012 UMC Houston Amendments 02/01/2016Plumbing: 2012 UPC Houston Amendments 02/01/2016Fire: 2012 IFC Houston Amendments 02/01/2016
LSB Standards - NOTE: The LSB Standards are currently being reviewed for update to the 2012 Houston Adopted Construction Code.
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Residential Energy: Note: The enforcement of Chapter 11 of the 2015 International Residential Code became mandatory by state law effective September 1, 2016.
New 2015 IECC Amendments (Residential Provisions) - Effective October 24, 2016Commercial Energy- Note: The 2015 IECC-Commercial Provisions became effective November 1, 2016 per state law.
New 2015 IECC Amendments (Commercial Provisions) 12/09/2016New ASHRAE 90.1-2013 Amendments 12/09/2016
DALLAS: 2015 IBC with amendments http://dallascityhall.com/departments/sustainabledevelopment/buildinginspection/Pages/construction_codes.aspx

WA: Effective statewide 2015 IBC / 2015 IRC (but NOT Chapter 11 of IRC and Chapters 25 through 42; It has inserted Photovoltaic Solar Energy Systems/Section M2302 (Effective July 1, 2014)). https://fortress.wa.gov/ga/apps/sbcc/page.aspx?nid=4 zndhttps://fortress.wa.gov/ga/apps/sbcc/Page.aspx?nid=14The Washington State Building Code is comprised of several different codes. Most are national model codes adopted by reference and amended at the state level. Others, such as the Washington State Energy Code, are state-written state-specific codes.
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Int’l Solar Energy Provisions (ISEP)
ALL code requirements for PV in one place!

– Building code
– Mechanical code
– Plumbing code
– Energy code
– Fire code 
– Electrical code

The International Solar Energy Provisions incorporates all code provisions for both solar PV and solar thermal in one book.  This is not really a separate code (does not contain any original information), it is a compendium of all provisions related to solar from the building, mechanical, plumbing, fire, energy AND electrical codes.
This is a tremendous resource to have on your shelf….and it’s less than $50.
Knowing that there is a one-stop resource for you to get all this information, we are quickly going to review what the code requirements for PV include and where they are located.
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Structural - Design Roof Loads
Dead loads Live loads

Graphic credit: NREL

The IBC and IRC require that the structure of roofs which support solar PV modules or panel systems must be designed to accommodate the entire load of PV modules, panels and ballast dead load, including concentrated loads from supporting structure and other applicable loads, and if applicable, snow drift loads created by the PV array.
The photo shows the difference live loads in blue and dead loads in red. The dead load will be the weight of the solar PV system and the live loads will be wind and snow.
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Fire Classification
IBC:
PV Panels and Modules
UL 1703
Inverters
UL 1741

IBC Section 1505.9 requires that Rooftop mounted photovoltaic panel systems and shingles shall be test, listed and identified with a fire classification in accordance with UL 1703. The fire classification shall comply with table 1505.1 based on the type of construction of the building.
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International Fire Code (IFC)
• Fire department access
• Fire safety requirements 
• Requires clear space on roof for:

–Access paths 
–Ventilation

The International Fire Code (IFC) includes regulations governing the safeguarding of life and property from all types of fire and explosions hazards, which include and pertain to PV systems. Topics include general precautions against fire, provisions for requirements for achieving roof access, pathways and spacing of modules and equipment for fire fighter access and smoke ventilation. 
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Firefighter Safety

NEC requires rapid shutdown of PV systems

The primary concern for the design professional in regards to fire fighter safety is the location of roof mounted equipment and arrays to ensure first responder safe access and egress to facilitate smoke ventilation.
For fire fighter safety the National Electrical Code requires Rapid Shutdown of PV system to be installed outside the building, typically at the electrical service or the front of the building. NEC requires signage notifying presence of solar system - location up to AHJ
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Rapid Shutdown
DC Disconnect Inverter

AC DisconnectService PanelBuilding Load

Utility Meter

With the rapid shutdown requirement the power from the system needs to be shut off within 10 feet of the panels.
The rapid shutdown requirement is different than anti-islanding, as they serve different purposes. Rapid shutdown is a safety measure for firefighters when the building is on fire. The anti-islanding is a safety feature for utility linemen when the grid goes down. 
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Design Considerations to Maximize Solar Potential
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FIRST – Design for Energy Efficiency (EE)
• Efficient building construction
• Efficient systems and appliances
• Operations and maintenance
• Change in user behavior
• Natural daylighting
• Natural ventilation

First make the building energy efficient which will reduce the electric demand load, so that you’ll need fewer PV panels, thereby dropping the cost of adding solar considerably.
Efficiency reduces the electric demand loadMaximize natural daylighting to reduce lighting needsHigh efficiency lighting; automatic daylighting controls, strategic manual switchingMinimize plug loads; use Energy Star equipment/appliancesMaximize natural ventilation (operable windows with EE glazing)Consider interior/exterior shading to reduce heat gains
EE = fewer PV panels neededFewer PV panels needed = lower cost
The difference between energy "Efficiency" and energy "Conservation" is:
• Energy efficiency is using technology that requires less energy to perform the same function. Using a compact fluorescent light bulb that requires less energy instead of using an incandescent bulb to produce the same amount of light is an example of energy efficiency.
• Energy conservation is any behavior that results in the use of less energy. Turning the lights off when leaving the room and recycling aluminum cans are both ways of conserving energy.
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Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/index.cfm?page=about_energy_efficiency
Also, “a growing body of research shows that energy-efficient properties have higher occupancy levels, lease-up rates, and sale prices than less-efficient properties.”https://energy.gov/eere/better-buildings-neighborhood-program/california-homebuyers-find-more-value-energy-efficient
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Solar PV design considerations

• Building orientation
• Tilt of system
• Site layout
• Shading from other structures and landscape

Photo credit: Green Passive Solar Magazine

Solar PV should be considered in the schematic design stage of the project. During this stage, design professionals should consider the site layout, building orientation, shading from current and future structures and landscape, and the available space for the preferred system size.
Ideally, buildings should be designed so that the windows are south-facing to allow the sun to enter and provide natural heat to occupants in the winter, reducing heating needs. Windows should be minimized on the north side of the building because every square footage of window area reduces the R-value of the total wall. For example, a wall might be R-20, but the windows may be about R-3 (even if they’re Energy Star rated). On cold days/nights, heat will transfer more quickly out of the R-3 areas of the wall than the R-20 areas of the wall. So the fewer windows on the north side of a building, the better for energy efficiency. This only impacts solar PV if the building is heated with electricity. If the building is heated with natural gas or oil, it won’t impact solar PV, but it’s still always a good idea to design a building that needs as little energy as possible, for long-term occupant affordability and comfort.
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Solar PV design considerations – ORIENTATION
Building orientation – run long axis east/west to give large southern exposure 

Run long axis east/west to give large southern exposure for roofs and walls
Ideally, buildings should be designed so that the windows are south-facing to allow the sun to enter and provide natural heat to occupants in the winter, reducing heating needs. Windows should be minimized on the north side of the building because every square footage of window area reduces the R-value of the total wall. For example, a wall might be R-20, but the windows may be about R-3 (even if they’re Energy Star rated). On cold days/nights, heat will transfer more quickly out of the R-3 areas of the wall than the R-20 areas of the wall. So the fewer windows on the north side of a building, the better for energy efficiency. This only impacts solar PV if the building is heated with electricity. If the building is heated with natural gas or oil, it won’t impact solar PV, but it’s still always a good idea to design a building that needs as little energy as possible, for long-term occupant affordability and comfort.
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Solar PV design considerations - ORIENTATION
In the last few hours of daylight, west-facing PV panels have an advantage over south-facing panels as they're tilted towards the setting sun.

Photo credit: EERE

Although solar radiation peaks around noon, electricity demand often peaks in the early afternoon or evening. In these last few hours of daylight, west-facing PV panels have an advantage over south-facing panels, as they're tilted towards the setting sun
Higher PV output at this time of day is often beneficial to grid operators working to increase electric supply to balance high levels of demand, but customers generally will not see this benefit unless they are on time-of-use electric rates.
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